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ABSTRACT

In the present report, an atmospheric pressure plasma jet is sustained in a helium channel by high square wave unipolar voltage. The gas
flow rate and the square wave features (amplitude, frequency, and duty cycle) are varied over a wide range, while the plasma ultraviolet to
near infrared emission is recorded. The plasma emission pattern, the propagation dynamics of the involved ionization fronts, the relative
density of critical excited species, and the rotational and vibrational temperatures of neutral and ionic species are measured. An optimum
operational window is found corresponding to a helium flow rate of 2 slm, a pulse amplitude of 7.5 kV, a pulse repetition rate of 10 kHz, and
a pulse duty cycle of 5%–7%. Under these conditions, a plasma jet length close to 45mm and a gas temperature close to 325K are obtained,
while a high yield of OH, N2(SPS), Nþ2 (FNS), N2(FPS), He�, O�, and NOc is achieved. The results are found to be in good agreement with
the bibliography and motivate a consideration on the involved physical mechanisms. The plasma jet propagation with respect to the reactive
species production is discussed based on the local electric field variation over the high voltage pulse width.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0031065

I. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric pressure cold plasmas for various technological
applications are conventionally based on dielectric-barrier discharges
(DBDs) developed between different electrode configurations.1–5

Depending on the electrodes, the barrier relative configuration,
the working gas, and the driving electric field, plasmas of variable pat-
terns and physicochemical properties can be produced for targeted
applications.1,3–6 The dominant position among the potential schemes
is held by the widely studied plasma jets of noble gases. It is well estab-
lished that in this case, ionizing fronts having ultrasonic velocities are
generated2,7,8 and propagate under a complicated interplay. This inter-
play involves the local reduced electric field, the plasma species and

radiation from vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) up to near-infrared
(NIR),9,10 the dielectric surfaces, and the hydrodynamic fields of both
the noble and the surrounding air gases.11–13

Plasmas in the above DBD-based systems are commonly sus-
tained by either continuous sinusoidal or pulsed unipolar high
voltages. In the latter case, arbitrary waveforms or well-defined square
waves are employed. Arbitrary waveforms can lead to the appearance
of damped oscillations, surges and variations on the front or/and the
tail of the discharge, an even undefined ratio of the pulse width to the
pulse period (duty cycle), etc.14–16 Despite the potential deficiency of
these driving waveforms and the difficulty of suppressing those
“imperfections” when the pulses lie on the ns scale, arbitrary
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waveforms are used for various applications (e.g., sterilization) due to
their low cost and ease of production. However, due to the capacitive
behavior of the DBD-based reactors, any variation of the driving
voltage directly affects the discharge current, which, in turn, mirrors
the ionization processes. On the other hand, well-defined high voltage
square pulses have efficiently been used for fundamental studies and
determination of controllable and reproducible operational windows.
Demonstrative examples are the subtle interpretation of electro-
hydrodynamic effects,17 the investigation of the propagation of reac-
tive species,18 plasma jet current and DBD power measurements with
high accuracy,19 and the manipulation of the propagation dynamics of
fast-moving ionization fronts.20

Accordingly, the present work is devoted to the study of a
DBD-based helium plasma jet driven by high voltage square pulses.
The pulse amplitude, frequency, and duty cycle, along with the gas
flow rate, are varied over intervals commonly adopted by different
research groups, and their role in the plasma reactivity is experimen-
tally determined. Namely, ultraviolet to near infrared (UV-to-NIR)
emission measurements are carried out, providing information on the
plasma emission pattern, the ionization front velocity, the rotational
and vibrational temperatures of neutral and ionic species, and the rela-
tive density of critical excited species. Optimum working conditions
are unveiled, while the present communication provides concluding
data for the parameterization of similar plasma setups. The results are
finally discussed with respect to published reports. Evidence is pro-
vided on the importance of the duty cycle in the plasma jet physical
and chemical properties. The latter is interpreted from different points
of view.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The layout of the DBD configuration employed for the plasma jet
production is provided in Fig. 1(a). It mainly consists of a quartz capil-
lary tube (1.14mm inner and 2.5mm outer diameter), a thin tungsten
wire (0.125mm diameter), and a brass hollow cylinder (10mm outer
diameter and 10mm length). The wire is housed in the tube, keeping a
distance of 20mm between its tip and the tube orifice, and it is electri-
cally driven. The hollow cylinder is tightly fixed on the outer surface of
the tube, being aligned with the tip of the wire, and it is grounded. In
this way, a coaxial electrode configuration is formed. The working gas
is high-purity helium (He; Linde plc; 99.999%). The gas flow is down-
ward, and it is adjusted between 0.2 and 2 standard liters per minute
(slm) through a mass flow controller (MFC; BronkhorstVR High-Tech
EL-FLOW). Thus, an open space plasma jet is developed perpendicu-
lar to the radial DBD, which is confined by the coaxial electrode con-
figuration [Fig. 1(b)].21

The plasma is sustained by a custom-made power supply, which
generates positive square pulses of adjustable amplitude (0 to 20 kV),
frequency (up to 100 kHz), pulse width (0.5 to 80 ls), and rise time
(100ns). Here, the operating parameters are varied as follows: voltage,
3.5–7.5 kV; frequency, 1–15 kHz; and duty cycle, 0.5%–60%. The
voltage and the DBD total current (i.e., drift þ displacement) are
recorded simultaneously on a digital oscilloscope (TektronixVR

TDS3054B; 500MHz; 5 GSamples s�1). A wideband high voltage
divider (TektronixVR P6015A; DC to 75MHz) and a current trans-
former (Pearson ElectronicsV

R

6585; 400Hz–200MHz; 0.5V A�1 at
50X) are used. The above waveforms are continuously monitored to
ensure stable operation of the plasma jet. Additionally, the discharge

operates for 30min before the execution of any experiment. This time
interval is selected according to previous studies,22 ensuring thermal
stabilization of the system and, eventually, reproducible results.

To qualitatively study the evolution of the plasma emission pat-
tern under different operating conditions, a high-definition, digital
single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera (NikonVR D3100) is used.
Additionally, the use of an axially movable optical fiber (CeramoptecVR

UV 1500/1590N; OF 2 in Fig. 1) along with a photo-electron multi-
plier tube (Hamamatsu R928; 185–900nm; PMT 2 in Fig. 1) allows
for the precise measurements of the length of the plasma jet (here,
“length” refers to the “extension” of the plasma outside the tube). The
fiber is coupled with an optical diaphragm to collect light from a spe-
cific solid angle corresponding to a well-defined axial zone of 5mm.
Thus, during the fiber translation, spatial overlapping is carefully
avoided.

To investigate the propagation dynamics of the ionization fronts,
an additional PMT is used (PMT 1 in Fig. 1; identical to PMT 2),
which is coupled with an additional optical fiber (OF 1 in Fig. 1; identi-
cal to OF 2). Both fibers are connected to identical optical diaphragms,
which limit the probed zone to 5mm axially and are set at fixed axial
positions. Thus, the center of OF 1 is fixed at a distance of d1
¼ 2.5mm from the reactor’s tube orifice and that of the OF 2 at d2
¼ 12.5mm. Based on this setup, PMT 1 detects the emission induced
during the propagation of a single ionization front before PMT 2.
Hence, the average propagation velocity is approximated as the quo-
tient of the fixed distance between the probed zones (d2–d1) divided
by the time lag between the two PMT signals.

The analysis of the wavelength-resolved plasma jet emission in
the UV-to-NIR range is achieved by means of optical emission spec-
troscopy. The emitted light is collected using OF 2, which is now con-
nected to a high-resolution spectrometer (1000M Jobin YvonVR ; 1200
grooves mm�1 grating; blazed at 500nm) coupled with a charge-
coupled device (Spectrum ONE CCD-3000V; CCD). The spectrome-
ter is calibrated in terms of wavelength units using an appropriate
spectral lamp (OrielV

R

6035 Hg–Ar). Besides, attention is paid for the
calibration of the entire spectroscopic system (optical fiber, spectrome-
ter, and detector) in terms of relative spectral efficiency. This is realized
by using a standard calibration lamp (NewportV

R

6333) operating at a
temperature of 3300K. By considering the theoretical spectral irradi-
ance of a black body at this temperature and the experimental spec-
trum of the lamp in the wavelength range of 300–900nm, adequate
calibration factors are derived and used for the correction of the exper-
imental spectra. In the spectral range of 200–300 nm, the irradiance of
the lamp is very weak to allow for a reliable calibration. Therefore, the
relative intensity of the spectra recorded in the above two ranges can-
not be directly compared.

High-resolution spectroscopic data are further exploited for eval-
uating the gas temperature. The rotational temperature of three probe
molecules, which are dominant in the emission spectrum, are used.
Namely, OH (A, v0 ¼ 0 – X, v00 ¼ 0) at 306.4nm, N2(SPS) (C, v0 ¼ 0
– B, v00 ¼0) at 337.1 nm, and N2

þ(FNS) (B, v0 ¼ 0 – X, v00 ¼ 0) at
391.4 nm. The rotational temperature is evaluated by fitting the experi-
mentally obtained rotational spectra with synthetic spectra generated
by a lab-made code.23,24 The accuracy of the entire process is estimated
to be around 640K. The estimation of the gas temperature from the
rotational temperature of excited states of probe molecules (in the pre-
sent case A2Rþ, C3Pu, and B2Rþ corresponding to OH, N2, and N2

þ,
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respectively) is valid if they are in thermodynamic equilibrium with
the surrounding gas molecules. This condition is fulfilled if the charac-
teristic time of the rotational–translational relaxation is shorter than
the radiative lifetime of these states and the collision frequency is suffi-
ciently high.25,26 Then, the rotational population of the excited states is
thermalized before the emission occurs and the gas temperature can
be inferred by the rotational temperature. For most of the atmospheric
pressure plasma jet systems operating in helium, the latter statement is
particularly true for the OH and the N2(SPS) molecules.25,26

On the other hand, the evaluation of the vibrational temperature
of probe-excited molecules is often useful to verify the non-
equilibrium behavior of the plasma.27 The vibrational excitation

indicates the efficiency of the energy exchange between free electrons
and molecules. Indeed, several molecules, such as N2 and O2, are avail-
able in the ambient air surrounding the plasma jet and are vibration-
ally excited through electron impacts. These species can accumulate
fairly large amounts of energy, which can be used in chemical reac-
tions.28 Herein, the vibrational temperature is evaluated via the
Boltzmann-plot method, which has been proven to be an effective
technique for this purpose.29,30 The first three band heads of the vibra-
tional sequence Dv ¼ –2 of the N2(SPS) molecule are considered. The
fingerprint of this transition is found in the wavelength range of
365–385nm. The evaluation method is explained in detail elsewhere.31

The estimated error is around 66%, mainly resulting from the air

FIG. 1. Conceptual view of the experimental setup. (a) Details of the DBD design. (b) DBD reactor, power and gas supply, and installed diagnostics. MFC, DSLR, OF, and
PMT stand for the mass flow controller, digital single-lens reflex, optical fiber, and photo-electron multiplier tube, respectively.
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temperature and humidity changes between different series of experi-
ments and the linear regression errors during data processing.

If not mentioned otherwise, the default working conditions are
7.5 kV, 2 slm, 10 kHz, and 1%, and the probed zone of optical emission
is along 5mm downstream of the reactor’s tube orifice. When applica-
ble, mean values and error bars are obtained from two independent
series of experiments.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows representative oscillograms of the high voltage
driving pulse and the induced total DBD current. The current wave-
form consists of impulses following the rising and falling edges of the
voltage pulse. These impulses result from the capacitive and drift cur-
rent components of the radial DBD.7,19,21 In parallel, ionization fronts
propagate axially, following the helium flow direction.2,7,21 This propa-
gation is reflected on the plasma emission recorded downstream of the
tube orifice, and it is clearly correlated with two discrete ionization
fronts (blue curve in Fig. 2; the negative values are due to the PMT
negative bias). The nature of such fronts has been studied exten-
sively,32 whereas the present work aims to conduct a parametric study
of major UV-to-NIR features of the plasma jet induced by those
fronts.

Figure 3 manifests the dependence of the plasma jet visible pat-
tern on the working parameters. Two different types of data are given,
and a fair agreement is achieved between them. The first set of data
(solid symbols) refers to the plasma jet length evaluated with PMT 2,
and the second set (inset photos) refers to digital images of the visible
plasma jet downstream of the tube orifice (a part of the quartz tube is
also shown for clarification reasons).

Any increase in the voltage amplitude or helium flow rate contin-
uously induces a longer plasma jet, while the plasma channel appears
laminar. On the contrary, the increase in the voltage duty cycle hinders
the plasma jet expansion. Even more, the frequency influence on the
plasma jet length is not monotonous, and it alters the gas flow field
too. In Fig. 3(c), a transition to turbulences is observed when the sys-
tem is driven at 1 and 3 kHz.

Figure 4 presents the mean velocity of the ionization fronts
developed during the rising and falling edges of the driving pulse (see
Fig. 2), for the corresponding parameters of Fig. 3. Velocities up to
about 3.5 � 107 cm s�1 are measured. Independent of the conditions,
the ionization front, which is developed during the rising part of the
driving voltage, propagates faster, and the velocity of both fronts
increases with the voltage amplitude and the helium flow rate. In con-
trast, similar to the results of Fig. 3, the voltage frequency and duty
cycle affect differently the plasma jet operation. The frequency does
not significantly affect the propagation of the ionization front related
to the positive slope of the voltage, and, still more, the increase in the
duty cycle percentage slows down the propagation of the front related
to the negative slope of the voltage. The above-mentioned observations
are discussed in detail in Sec. IV.

Deeper insight into the role of the working parameters can be
gained by identifying the main excited emissive species induced by the
ionization front’s propagation. Figure 5 shows the UV-to-NIR optical
emission wide-scan spectrum of the plasma jet under the default
working conditions and identifies the emissive reactive species that are
produced. Several reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) are
found, with the corresponding wavelengths and transitions tabulated
in Ref. 31. The systematic study of this spectrum vs the working
parameters of the plasma jet leads to the results in Figs. 6–8.

Figure 6 shows the dependence on the working parameters of the
relative density of main excited neutral and ionic species produced by
the present plasma jet.

A higher voltage amplitude promotes an enhanced species pro-
duction [Fig. 6(a)] probably due to the higher reduced electric field,
which, in turn, leads to more efficient electron–neutral collisions.
The corresponding curves are convex. Similarly, as the helium flow
rate increases, the helium channel is better established in air and the
generated plasma jet becomes enriched with reactive emissive species
[Fig. 6(b)]. The corresponding curves are now concave. The above
remarks are reflected on the brighter branch of the jet close to the reac-
tor orifice [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. One notable exception from Fig. 6(b)
is that a flow rate higher than 1 slm does not significantly affect the
excited nitrogen density close to the reactor orifice.

Keeping the duty cycle constant (1%), the frequency increment
results in the species density increase [Fig. 6(c)]. The intensity of the
molecular nitrogen does not further increase for frequencies higher
than 10 kHz. It should be noted that the frequency is directly related to
the power supplied to the system.22 The power increase leads to higher
energy deposited onto physicochemical reactions. On the other hand,
by keeping the frequency constant (10 kHz), the predominant role of
the duty cycle in the chemical reactivity of a pulsed plasma jet can be
seen in Fig. 6(d). An optimum value of about 5% of duty cycle achieves
enhanced densities apart from that of molecular nitrogen, which is
maximum at 7%. Both the frequency and the duty cycle play a crucial
role in the plasma chemistry through different interconnected paths,
which are discussed extensively in Sec. IV.

Figures 7 and 8 focus on the two extreme bands of the optical
emission spectrum, i.e., UV-C and IR-A. These two regions are associ-
ated with nitric oxide (specifically NOc) and the first positive system
of nitrogen [N2(FPS)], which are significant agents in plasma chemis-
try and biological applications.33,34 Their parametric study is a goal of
the present work, and the results show that (i) as the voltage amplitude
increases up to 7.5 kV, the densities of both species increase

FIG. 2. Typical oscillograms of the driving pulsed voltage, the induced total DBD
current, and the ionization front emission. The emission is wavelength integrated
over the UV-to-NIR range, and the probed zone is along 5 mm downstream of the
reactor’s tube orifice. Working conditions: 7.5 kV, 0.2 slm, 10 kHz, and 1%.
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significantly; (ii) as the helium flow rate increases up to about
1–1.4 slm, the densities of both species approach a maximum value,
showing either a slight decay [Fig. 7(b)] or a quasi-saturation
[Fig. 8(b)] thereafter; (iii) as the voltage frequency increases up to
15 kHz, the densities of both species increase significantly; and (iv) as
the voltage duty cycle increases up to 5%, the densities of both species
increase, showing a slight decay thereafter.

Another critical property of the plasma jets with respect to vari-
ous applications is the gas temperature, which is studied parametri-
cally as explained in Sec. II. Figures 9(a)–9(c) depict the method
followed for the rotational temperature evaluation, i.e., the fitting of
numerically developed rotational distributions to the experimentally
determined ones. Three different probe species are considered:
OH(A), N2(C), and Nþ2 ðB). Figure 9(d) depicts the method followed
for the vibrational temperature evaluation, i.e., Boltzmann plots. The
first three band heads of the vibrational sequence Dv ¼ –2 of the
N2(SPS) molecule are considered.

The evolution of both temperatures (rotational and vibrational)
as a function of the working parameters is presented in Figs. 10 and
11, respectively. As a general comment, the rotational and vibrational
temperatures do not change significantly when the voltage amplitude,
helium flow rate, voltage frequency, and voltage duty cycle are varied.

However, there are some worth mentioning remarks: (i) the gas
temperature, expressed by the rotational temperature of the three
excited species, is around 300–325K, i.e., fairly low. (ii) the higher
temperature (around 325–375K) resulting from the Nþ2 (FNS) molecu-
lar ion should be attributed to the generation of helium metastables
and helium dimer ions in the plasma jet. These molecules contribute
effectively to the ionization–excitation of N2(X) at the Nþ2 (B) level due
to the well-known Penning ionization mechanism. In this case, Nþ2 (B)
is expected to be excited at high rotational energy levels along with an
overpopulation of this excited state. There is, thus, the absence of equi-
librium between these molecular ion rotational degrees of freedom
and the translational ones of the gaseous species (i.e., gas temperature),
leading to higher rotational temperatures.25,34 Such mechanisms do
not occur for the other two probe molecules under the present experi-
mental conditions, and their rotational temperature remains close to
the room one. (iii) The increase in the gas flow rate tends to lower the
gas temperature [Fig. 10(b)] as it has been recorded previously in simi-
lar systems.22 This fact is better expressed by the OH(A) than the
N2(C) molecule. OH(A) has been accepted as a more reliable molecule
for rotational temperature measurements.35,36 (iv) the vibrational tem-
perature is about one order of magnitude higher than the rotational
temperature, confirming the production of a plasma being out of

FIG. 3. Measured length from captured images (ISO: 100, f/5.6, 2 s) of the plasma jet pattern vs (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) volt-
age duty cycle.
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thermodynamic equilibrium. Values between about 3250 and 3500K
are obtained independent of the working conditions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The plasma under investigation emerges from a helium jet being
channeled in open space and being ionized due to the application of
high voltage square pulses of positive polarity to a DBD-based reactor.
Two ionization fronts are formed (see PMT signals in Fig. 2 and velocity
values in Fig. 4), one during the positive slope of the voltage pulse and a
second one, being weaker and slower, during the negative slope.

The first front resembles to a cathode-directed streamer although,
strictly speaking, it should be distinguished from that in some
respects.32 Briefly, when the voltage pulse rises up to its plateau and is
sustained there (pulse width phase), primary electrons are accelerated
and electronic avalanches propagate toward the biased electrode, ion-
izing and exciting atoms and molecules along their path. The resultant
positive ions propagate much slower toward the opposite direction.
The typical mean time needed for the cathode-directed streamer devel-
opment and propagation along the observed plasma jet is around

5 cm/(3 � 107 cm s�1)� 0.17 ls (Figs. 3 and 4). Although this value
may be misjudged since the instantaneous velocity varies considerably
over propagation,2,8,18,37 the minimum pulse width used here is about
0.67 ls (1% at 15 kHz), which is adequate for the streamer formation
and propagation.18,32,36,37

Once the streamer vanishes, the post-streamer phase begins, and
a residual positive ionic charge is found downstream of the tube
orifice.11,17 Throughout the post-streamer phase only long-lived
excited states51 and residual ionic charge formed in the wake of the
cathode-directed streamer propagation exist. The local field weakens
since the space charge field opposes the externally applied electric field.
For longer pulse widths, the externally applied field exerts prolonged
force to the residual ionic charges, forcing it to drift apart.

When the voltage pulse falls to zero after a certain time, which is
defined by the pulse width, the externally applied electric field returns
to zero and the local electric field is now determined by the residual
ionic charges only. Under the influence of this field, primary electrons
are accelerated downstream of the tube orifice and a second ionization
front is now developed and propagates (see the PMT signal over the

FIG. 4. Mean propagation velocity of the two ionization fronts generated during the positive and negative slopes of the driving voltage, respectively, vs: (a) voltage amplitude,
(b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.
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negative slope in Fig. 2). For a similar electrode-barrier configuration
and driving voltage, it has been mentioned that this weak second dis-
charge ignites because of the voltage induced by the charges, which
have accumulated on the surface of the dielectric tube during the pre-
vious discharge.37 However, this scenario is debatable because the pos-
itively driven electrode is not covered by dielectric, and thus, charge
could accumulate on the inner surface of the dielectric tube only. This
charge should be positive, and this cannot explain the direction of the
electron drift during the second front propagation.

For long enough pulse widths, the second ionization front is
subjected to a weaker local electric field at the instant of its ignition
since the residual charge has previously drifted apart. Therefore,
the second ionization front appears weaker and slower. This could
explain the important decrease in mean velocity in Fig. 4(d)
(negative slope), the slight decrease in the plasma jet in Fig. 3(d),
and the slight decrease in the chemical reactivity in Figs. 6(d), 7(d),
and 8(d) for long enough duty cycles. It is reminded that the
cathode-directed streamer is the one that determines principally
the properties of a positively driven plasma jet,7,17 and it is not
affected much by the pulse width; it is principally related to the

characteristics of the rising part of the high voltage pulse. This is
reflected by the small variation of its mean velocity vs the duty
cycle, compared to that of the second front [Fig. 4(d)].

Variation of the pulse width can take place either by keeping the
pulse frequency constant and adjusting the duty cycle or by keeping
the duty cycle constant and adjusting the frequency. In Figs. 3(c), 4(c),
6(c), 7(c), and 8(c) the duty cycle is fixed at 1%, and the frequency
varies from 1 to 15 kHz, resulting in pulse widths from 100 to 6.7 ls,
respectively. As the frequency is increasing (i.e., the pulse width is
decreasing), the cathode-directed streamer velocity remains almost
constant [Fig. 4(c); positive slope], the second front velocity increases
significantly [Fig. 4(c); negative slope], the plasma jet length increases
[Fig. 3(c)], and the chemical reactivity is enhanced [Figs. 6(c), 7(c),
and 8(c)]. Although these tendencies agree with the above-mentioned
concept of the role of the residual ionic space charge in the second
front propagation, the important increase in the plasma jet length and
the enhancement of the chemical reactivity (which depend mostly on
the cathode-directed streamer as mentioned above) should be mainly
attributed to the higher power injected into the system (power is
almost proportional to the frequency22).

FIG. 5. UV-to-NIR wide-scan spectrum emitted by the plasma jet. The spectrum is spatially integrated over the entire plasma jet length (about 50 mm), and it is calibrated in
terms of wavelength units and relative intensity.
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On the other hand, it has been proven that the drift of the resid-
ual charge under the influence of the local electric field is the main rea-
son for the momentum and energy transfer to the surrounding
neutrals and, eventually, for the development of the helium-air hydro-
dynamic field where both ionization fronts propagate.11,17 It is also
reminded that the noble gas highly facilitates the ionization processes
because of the higher direct ionization coefficient compared to that of
the atmospheric air, under the same reduced electric field.38 Thus, a
gas flow field rich in helium (e.g., a laminar channel where weak
helium-air mixing takes place) helps the front propagation.
Consequently, the ionic species, which provoke the above electro-
hydrodynamic forces, depend on the gas channel composition and,
vice versa, the resultant hydrodynamic profile determines the helium-
air mixing and, thus, the kinetics in the channel. A complicated inter-
play, thus, takes place.

Based on this concept, the present results obtained for different
voltage amplitudes and gas flow rates can readily be explained qualita-
tively. A higher gas flow rate increases the helium molar fraction in
air, and a longer channel of high direct ionization coefficient is formed.

As far as the gas flow field is laminar, the higher voltage enhances the
electric field and the subsequent ionization. Therefore, it is not surpris-
ing that longer plasma jet [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], faster ionization fronts
[Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], and enhanced chemical reactivity [Figs. 6(a),
6(b), 7(a), 7(b), 8(a), and 8(b)] are observed.

The present results demonstrate two interesting effects, i.e., the
intense turbulent structure of the plasma jet for a frequency around
3 kHz [Fig. 3(c)] and the optimal chemical reactivity obtained for a
duty cycle value around 5%–7% [Figs. 6(d), 7(d), 8(d)].

Frequency-dependent exotic plasma jet structures have been pre-
viously reported for different setups and working conditions (e.g.,
Refs. 39 and 40) although an overall interpretation has not yet been
stated. Electro-hydrodynamic effects, affected by the frequency and
the duty cycle through the residual charge model,11,17 should certainly
be considered for this interpretation, but a complementary approach
is presented here. From a fluid-mechanics point of view, it has been
shown that the length of the laminar region of a free jet of neutrals
depends—besides the Reynolds number—on the velocity profile at the
nozzle’s exit and on the growth rate of perturbations along the jet.41

FIG. 6. Relative emission intensity of main excited species (see the insets) vs (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.
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Using varicose perturbations, i.e., mechanical perturbations induced
by a loudspeaker, Crow and Champagne42 found that the flow
response is a function of the forcing frequency and that for air jets, the
maximum amplification occurs at a Strouhal number of 0.3. This
result has been confirmed in numerous studies for a wide range of
operating conditions.43 At forcing frequencies that correspond to this

“preferred mode,” the vortical structures that are responsible for the
breakdown of the laminar jet are intensified, leading to a shorter lami-
nar region.44 Although these results concern air jets propagating in
ambient air, a similar behavior of variable density jets can be assumed.
This means that there is a specific forcing frequency of helium that
perturbates the gas flow field and shortens the laminar flow. Shorter

FIG. 7. Representative NOc spectra (UV-C) vs: (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.
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laminar flow means higher helium-air mixing and, thus, a lower direct
ionization coefficient. Kyle and Sreenivasan45 examined the instability
of a helium jet propagating in ambient air and found that shear layer
disturbances occur in a frequency range around 4 kHz, depending
on the velocity. In the plasma jet case, this forcing frequency,
corresponding to the preferred mode, is imposed by the driving high
voltage and it is found here to be close to 3 kHz.

Regarding the reactive species production, there is an optimum
duty cycle of around 5%–7% [5–7 ls in Figs. 6(d), 7(d), 8(d)]. This
result is in perfect agreement with the relative yield of radicals and
positive and negative ions found by Liu et al.46 In their report, a coax-
ial electrode configuration driven by square high voltage pulses is also
used, but the inner electrode is covered by quartz. Thus, the above
optimal was mainly ascribed to the accumulation of space charges that

FIG. 8. Representative N2(FPS) spectra (IR-A) vs: (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.
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lead to the weakening of the reduced electric field with an increase in
the pulse width beyond 10 ls.46 But, as it was mentioned above, this
should not be the case for the present setup. Ono et al.47 reported that
a short-pulse air streamer is desirable for the high efficiency produc-
tion of radicals and excited species, such as OH, O, or O3. Hoder
et al.48 reported that the discharge ignition on the falling slope of
the high voltage pulse strongly relies on the pulse width in nitrogen-
oxygen mixture barrier discharges at atmospheric pressure. With the
duty-off cycle varying from 0.1ms to 1 s, Wu et al.49 found that the
repeatability of the plasma bullet propagation in atmospheric-
pressure plasma jets is strongly affected by the residual charge
density. Lu et al.50 measured the electric field in both the primary
discharge (positive slope of the pulse) and the secondary discharge
(negative slope of the pulse) by noninvasive Stark polarization
spectroscopy. They found that the plasma plume length decreases
vs the duty cycle, whereas the electric field corresponding to the
primary discharge remains almost unaffected. The secondary dis-
charge yields an electric field lower than 6 kV cm�1, i.e., much
lower than that found in the primary one (9–17 kV cm�1).50 These
data support the above-mentioned concept that the second ioniza-
tion front is subjected to a weaker electric field and a longer pulse
width affects mainly this front. The second ionization front
contributes to the plasma jet properties even though it is weaker
compared to the first front.

Finally, it has been shown that for an electrode configuration like
the one employed here, the electrical power is mainly dissipated as
heat in the interface formed by the dielectric barrier and the operating
gas and in the dielectric barrier itself. The gas along the plasma jet is
mainly heated due to heat convection from the dielectric. Compared
to the device in Ref. 22, the heating is less because the quartz tube leads
to lower heating than an alumina tube does. Furthermore, a longer
grounded external electrode provokes higher power consumption
and higher temperatures.22 Here, due to the short, grounded electrode
(Fig. 1) and the low DBD mean power (about 150 mW at the default
working conditions), the gas temperature remains low (Fig. 10).

V. CONCLUSIONS

A helium plasma jet was produced by a coaxial DBD-based elec-
trode configuration driven by high voltage square pulses and probed
through the UV-to-NIR emission. Two discrete ionization fronts were
generated by different discharge regimes. The first was due to the posi-
tive edge of the pulse and was related to a cathode-directed streamer
propagating into the helium channel. The second front was due to the
negative edge of the pulse and was related to the residual ionic space
charge formed in the wake of the cathode-directed streamer propaga-
tion. It was found that the plasma properties are principally deter-
mined by the first front associated with a high local electric field, but
they are also affected by the intensity of the second front, which is

FIG. 9. Representative high-resolution rotational distributions of different probe molecules: (a) OH(A-X), (b) N2(SPS), and (c) N
þ
2 (FNS). The experimental rotational structures

(in black) are fitted with the corresponding synthetic ones (in orange) for the estimation of the rotational temperature of the excited states. (d) Representative Boltzmann plot
and vibrational spectrum of the N2(SPS) (inset, vibrational sequence Dv ¼ –2) used for the estimation of the vibrational temperature.
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FIG. 10. Rotational temperature of three probe-excited species (see the insets) vs (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.

FIG. 11. N2(SPS) (Dv ¼ –2) vibrational temperature vs (a) voltage amplitude, (b) helium flow rate, (c) voltage frequency, and (d) voltage duty cycle.
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associated with a lower local electric field. The voltage amplitude
variation up to 7.5 kV led to the plasma jet length increase up to
about 50mm, the first front mean velocity increase to about
3.5� 107 cm s�1, and the second front mean velocity increase to about
2 � 107 cm s�1. Increasing the voltage led to the increase in the
relative density of the reactive species, whereas the gas temperature
remained almost constant around 300–325K. The gas flow rate variation
up to 2 slm led to the plasma jet length increase up to about 50mm, the
first front mean velocity increase up to about 3.5 � 107 cm s�1, the sec-
ond front mean velocity increase up to about 2 � 107 cm s�1, the
increase in the emission intensity of copious reactive species, and a slight
cooling of the gas. The voltage frequency variation up to 15kHz led to
the plasma jet length increase up to about 50mm; the practically con-
stant mean velocity of the first front, i.e., 3–3.5� 107 cm s�1; the second
front mean velocity continuous increase up to about 2.5 � 107 cm s�1;
the increase in the emission intensity of copious reactive species; and an
almost constant gas temperature of about 300–325K. The frequency of
3 kHz gave an unexpected turbulent structure of the plasma jet, which
was attributed to the breakdown of the helium laminar region due to
electro-hydrodynamic forces exerted by the ionic residual charge. The
voltage duty cycle variation up to 60% led to: the plasma jet length
decrease down to about 35mm; a slight decrease in the mean velocity
of the first front, i.e., a reduction of about 0.5 � 107 cm s�1; an impor-
tant decrease in the mean velocity of the second front, i.e., a reduction
of about 2.5 � 107 cm s�1; and an almost constant gas temperature of
300–325K. An optimum duty cycle between 5% and 7% yielded the
highest production of emissive reactive species. The distinct role of
the duty cycle in the plasma features was emphasized and related to the
local electric field and the space charge density during the propagation
of the second ionization front.
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of N2(X) to the Nþ2 (B) state. Besides, the results of Fig. 8 reveal the formation
of N2(A) metastables due to the radiative relaxation of N2(B) to the N2(A) state
[i.e., N2(FPS) transition].
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